Nowhere do Jewish and Arab citizens live in closer proximity than in Israel’s seven mixed cities. Despite the potential for friction and conflict, these communities offer unique opportunities for collaboration and partnership.

In October 2019 the Abraham Initiatives commissioned a survey measuring attitudes and level of contact between Jewish and Arab residents of mixed cities.

**MIXED CITIES SURVEY:**
Relationship Between Arab & Jewish Residents

Nowhere do Jewish and Arab citizens live in closer proximity than in Israel’s seven mixed cities. Despite the potential for friction and conflict, these communities offer unique opportunities for collaboration and partnership.

In October 2019 the Abraham Initiatives commissioned a survey measuring attitudes and level of contact between Jewish and Arab residents of mixed cities.

**SURVEY OF ALL SEVEN MIXED CITIES OF ISRAEL**

- Acco
- Haifa
- Ma’alot Tarshiha
- Nof Hagalil
- Jaffa
- Lod
- Ramle

2100 Participants

300 Residents surveyed in each city (150 Arab & 150 Jewish)

**SURVEY FINDINGS AT A GLANCE**

- Describe relationship between Jews & Arabs as positive: 81% Jewish, 89% Arab
- Mixed city residents ready to send their children to a bilingual school: 55% Jewish, 86% Arab
- Disagree: "I allow my children to play with Arab/Jewish children": 26% Jewish, 5% Arab
- Have some form of contact with the counter population: 61% Jewish, 71% Arab

**NEXT STEPS**

- Create the Mixed Cities Leadership Forum for Jewish and Arab elected officials to share best practices
- Introduce our Safe Communities Initiative to combat violence and advocate for equitable policing and our Shared Learning Initiative to create opportunities for Jewish and Arab students to learn together
- Embark on a study mission to Northern Ireland to learn from the shared governance experience of Catholic and Protestant politicians